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SYSTEM SAFETY & OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
FEBRUARY 16,2012

SUBJECT: EQUITY EVALUATIONS OF EXPO RAIL LINE, RELATED BUS
SERVICE CHANGES, AND RECENTLY APPROVED MAJOR SERVICE
CHANGES
ACTION:

APPROVE FINDINGS OF TITLE VI AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
REVIEWS

Approve the following findings for recently completed equity evaluations:
1. There are no disparate or disproportionately adverse impacts from the planned
implementation of the following major service changes:
Discontinuation of Route 363 and replacement with Route 162;
Extension of Routes 30 & 330 from Pico BI. to Sunset BI.;
Discontinuation of Route 730 and replacement with Route 330;
Shortening of Line 740 to ExpositionICrenshaw; and,
Operation of Phase 1 of the Metro Expo Line to Culver City Station.

2. Find that despite disparate impacts on some riders there is substantial legitimate
justification for adopting the proposed service changes as they meet a goal that
is integral to the mission of Metro of achieving a balanced operating budget, and
that the selected alternatives to these service changes would have a less severe
adverse effect on Title VI protected populations than other alternatives that were
studied:
Discontinuation of Line 439 and extension of Line 217 to Fox Hills Mall;
Shortening of Line 42 to MLWestern, reroute of Line 42 to
WesternIExposition, and combination with Line 102 to its PalmISeville
terminal (Line 102 west of Western Av will be discontinued);

Discontinuation of Line 305; and,
Shortening of Line 550 to ExpositionNermont together with
discontinuation of Harbor Transitway operation during off-peak periods.
ISSUE

An equity evaluation of pending major service changes related to the operation of the
initial segment of the Exposition Light Rail Line as well as recently deferred major
service changes that had been planned for December 2011 is required by the Title VI
and Environmental Justice Conformity Plan recently submitted to the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA).
DISCUSSION

In accordance with commitments made to the FTA to achieve conformity with Title VI
and Environmental Justice guidelines, this report presents a set of equity evaluations
carried out on the Expo Light Rail Line, major changes to related bus lines that were
part of the buslrail interface plan, and two unrelated major service changes that had
been deferred from a previously planned December 201Iimplementation.
These evaluations have been conducted using a methodology that is undergoing FTA
review. Briefly summarized, the MTA's bus and rail lines have been categorized as
either minority (Title VI) or non-minority, and as either Environmental Justice sensitive
(EJ) or non-EJ sensitive. All of the lines undergoing equity evaluations in this report
have been categorized as both Title VI and EJ lines for which equity evaluations are
required when major service changes are considered.
There are two determinations that must be made from an equity analysis: (1) are there
disparate adverse impacts on minorities (Title VI); and (2) are there disproportionate
adverse impacts on EJ-sensitive riders. The finding of disparate adverse impacts on
minorities should be made by a comparison of service change impacts on minority and
non-minority services. In this instance, there are no major service changes to nonminority services that can serve as a basis for comparison. Therefore, any adverse
impact on a minority line's riders in these equity evaluations that exceeds a reasonable
allowance for statistical error will be considered disparate. For Environmental Justice
routes, a disproportionate high and adverse impact is defined as a change in service
that creates a 20% negative impact.
If disparate adverse impacts are found, the change may be implemented if the Board of
Directors finds that the service change meets a significant agency goal, and the
alternative actions would have a worse adverse impact on minorities than the
considered action. If disproportionate adverse impacts are found, Metro must identify
any mitigating actions that reduce the impact of the changes. The recommendations
contained in this report are consistent with these determinations.
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DETERMINATION OF SAFETY IMPACT

The Board of Directors consideration of the equity evaluations presented in this report
has no direct impact on the safety of Metro's employees or customers.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

The Board of Directors consideration of the equity evaluations presented in this report
has no direct impact upon Metro's expenditures or revenues insofar as approval
enables the implementation of service changes included in the adopted FY2012
Budget.
Impact to Budaet
Approval of this report is consistent with the FY2012 adopted budget.
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

The alternative of not preparing equity evaluations for the identified major service
changes was not feasible as these evaluations are required by the Federal Transit
Administration as a condition of federal funding eligibility.
NEXT STEPS

The equity evaluations presented in this report, and a record of the actions of the Board
of Directors in considering these evaluations, will be forwarded to the Federal Transit
Administration for its review.
ATTACHMENTS

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.

Equity Evaluation of Phase Iof Metro Expo Line
Equity Evaluation of Replacement of Route 363 with Route 162
Equity Evaluation of Replacement of Route 730 with Route 330
Equity Evaluation of Shortening of Line 740 to Exposition BIICrenshaw BI
Equity Evaluation of Discontinuation of Route 439 & Extension of Route 217 to
Fox Hills Mall
Equity Evaluation of Shortening of Route 42 to MLK BII Western Av
Equity Evaluation of Discontinuation of Line 305
Equity Evaluation of Shortening of Line 550 to Vermont AvIExposition BI

Prepared by:

Dana Woodbury, Manager of Strategic Service Planning
Conan Cheung, DEO of Service Planning & Development
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hiey yo per at ions Officer

Chief Executive Officer
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ATTACHMENT A
Equity Evaluation of Phase 1 of Metro Expo Line

EQUITY EVALUATION
EXPO LIGHT RAIL LINE 806
The Expo Light Rail line, when completed, will operate from Metro Center Station in
downtown Los Angeles to downtown Santa Monica. The first phase of the project is
planned for revenue operation in the Spring of 2012 - Phase l a connects Metro Center
Station to La Cienega Station, a distance of 7.7 miles, and Phase Ib adds one more
mile and one additional station in Culver City. This evaluation has been prepared for the
complete Phase 1 to Culver City Station as depicted on Map 1.

Netm Expo Line Phase 1

Map 1
Parallel bus services operate on major streets on either side of the rail line including
Adams BI., Jefferson BI., Martin Luther King Jr. BI., Vernon Av. as well as Exposition BI.
itself. Intersecting bus service serves all but Farmdale and 23" Street Stations. A
reconfiguration of these bus services has been developed for implementation when the
light rail line goes into revenue operation. Those changes are addressed in a separate
Equity Evaluation.
Map 2 depicts the rail corridor in relation to key facilities, such as schools and hospitals,
and the demographics of the surrounding population, specifically concentrations of
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minorities and persons living in poverty. Census tracts having more than 70.5% minority
population have been designated Title 6 (T6) sensitive. Census tracts with more than
50% minority population andlor 35.76% poverty population have been designated
Environmental Justice (EJ) sensitive. Because all of the Phase 1 Expo Light Rail line
stations are within or bordering EJ tracts, the line is considered EJ sensitive. Because
all stations except Metro Center and Culver City are within or bordering T6 tracts, the
line is considered T6 sensitive, as well.

EXPO LINE (Phase I)
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Map 2
Metro guidelines for a service equity evaluation consider the impact of a service change
upon three attributes of service provision: (1) travel time including wait time; (2) walk
access, and; (3) cost.

Travel Time Impacts
Since the light rail line provides connectivity that did not exist previously with a single
service, several representative trips will be evaluated within the corridor. The trips to be
evaluated include:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Culver City Station area to Metro Center Station vicinity;
JeffersonlCrenshaw to LA Trade Tech (WashingtonlGrand);
VermontlMLK to Metro Center Station vicinity;
USC to Patsaouras Plaza (Union Station); and
ExpolLa Brea to FigueroalJefferson.

Trip 1 - Culver Citv Station to Metro Center Station
This trip is directly served by the rail line. Planned operation provides for a 12-minute
headway all day, and a 31 minute running time for the rail line between these terminal
points for a total trip time of (.5*12 + 31) 37 minutes.
Using Metro's Trip Planner, all trips without the rail line would use Metro Line 733 to
~ a i n I 7s' ~
t in downtown Los Angeles in combination with any of the available eastlwest
Line 733 runs every 10
services on 7ths t to get to Metro Center (approx. 7thl~rand).
minutes peaklevery 20 minutes off-peak, services on 7thSt average every 5-6 minutes.
Midday running time on Line 733 is 29 minutes, and the running time on 7thSt using
any connecting service is about 4 minutes. Therefore, under the most favorable
circumstances this trip would require (.5*10 + 29 + .5*6 + 4) 41 minutes. The rail line
reduces travel time from 41 minutes to 37 minutes, or 10%.
Trip 2 - JeffersonlCrenshaw to LA Trade Tech (WashinatonlGrand)
This trip is directly served by Line 35 while requiring a short walk to the rail line to
complete the same journey. The bus line operates with a 12-minute headway and takes
26 minutes to complete this trip for a running time of (.5*12 + 26) 32 minutes.
The rail line station at ExpositionlCrenshaw is a 1,050 foot walk taking 4 minutes at 3
St.3 on
~ ~the western edge of the
mph. The scheduled running time to ~ i ~ u e r o a l 2
campus is 15 minutes with trains operating every 12 minutes for a total travel time of (4
+ .5*12 + 15) 25 minutes. If we assume a typical destination in the middle of the Trade
Tech campus, then add 5 minutes walk to each trip. This results in a bus travel time of
37 minutes and a rail travel time of 30 minutes, or a reduction of 19%.
Trip 3 - VermontlMLK to Metro Center Sta
This trip can be made on Line 40142 connecting to service on 7thst. at Broadway in
downtown Los Angeles. The headway on Line 40142 is 6-8 minutes, the running time to
Broadway is about 25 minutes, connecting services on 7thSt. operate every 5-6
minutes, and the running time on one of these services would be about two minutes.
The total travel time would be (.5*7 + 25 + .5*6 + 2) 33.5 minutes.
The Expo Line directly serves this origin-destination pair operating on a 12-minute
headway with a running time of 15 minutes for a travel time of (.5*12 + 15) 21 minutes.
This is a reduction of 37% from the available bus routing.
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Trip 4 - USC to Patsaouras Plaza
This origin-destination pair assumes travel between the JED building at the center of
USC's main campus and the Patsaouras Plaza bus terminal at Union Station. The
St. stop on
shortest travel time using public bus service entails a walk to the 1-110137~~
the Harbor Transitway (about 10 minutes walk) and use of the Metro Silver Line (17-22
minutes running time; 8-minute peaW15-minute base headway). This results in travel
time between (10 + .5*8 + 17) 31 minutes and (10 + .5*15 + 22) 39.5 minutes.
A trip using the Expo Line would entail a six minute walk to the ExpolUSC Station, a 13
minute ride to Metro Center Station (12-minute headway), and a transfer to the
RedIPurple Line to Union Station (5-minute peaWl 0-minute base headway and 5
minutes running time). The travel time would vary between (6 + .5*12 + 13 + .5*5 + 5)
32.5 minutes and (6 + .5*12 + 13 + .5*10 + 5) 35 minutes. The Expo Line routing would
be 5% slower during peak periods, and I 1% faster at all other times.
Trip 5 - ExpoILa Brea to FiaueroaIJefferson
Though ostensibly directly served by Line 102, its 50-minute headway actually makes
this a less viable option than the use of Line 35/38 on Jefferson BI. A passenger
boarding at JeffersonILa Brea incurs a one minute walk to a line operating every 12
minutes followed by an average 22 minute bus ride for a travel time of (1 + .5*12 + 22)
29 minutes.
The Expo Line, also operating every 12 minutes, provides a 16 minute ride for a travel
time of (.5*12 + 16) 22 minutes, or a 24% reduction from the bus travel time.
Walk Access lmpacts

All persons within one-half mile of the Expo Line are presently within one-quarter mile of
at least one bus line. Since many of these bus lines will remain after the Expo Line
goes into operation, the rail line will add to the public transportation options of those
within its corridor.
Travel Cost lmpacts

For some riders the Expo Line will reduce travel cost (see trips 1 & 3 above) by
providing direct service. In other instances (see trips 2 & 5 above) the cost will be
unchanged. There will be a few instances (see trip 4 above) where the Expo Line costs
more because a one seat ride is not offered, however, the alternative service will likely
still be available for those riders needs. No rider will be forced to use the Expo Line as
the only means of making their trip.
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Conclusions
There are no disparate or disproportionate adverse impacts from the planned operation
of the Expo Line.
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EQUITY EVALUATION
CONVERSION OF ROUTE 363 TO ROUTE 162
This line provides east-west service in the northern San Fernando Valley on a daily
basis serving 8,850 weekday riders. Route 363 operates during weekday peak periods
only serving an additional 1,800 weekday riders. Apart from somewhat faster operation,
Route 363 provides a direct connection to the North Hollywood Station which serves as
the terminal of the Metro Red Line subway and the Metro orange Line busway.

Map 1
As can be seen on Map 1, a significant majority of the area served by this line is
predominantly minority and significantly poor. On an average weekday, 84.4% of the
line's boardings occur in minority census tracts, and 97.6% of the line's boardings occur
in tracts classified as Environmental Justice sensitive. Hence, the line has been
classified as a minority (Title VI) and EJ bus line.
The major service change being evaluated would replace Route 363 with a local bus
line (Route 162) serving the same corridor as the former limited stop service, but
serving all local bus stops (see Map 2).
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Map 2
Generally speaking, the service change will improve the frequency of service to local
riders on the trunk (shared) portion of the line, but increase travel time for the portion of
riders travelling tolfrom North Hollywood Station. The following analysis looks at the
impacts of this service change on travel time, walk access and trip cost for various
segments of the line's riders.
Travel Time

For analysis purposes, existing riders were separated into five groups (see Figure 1).
The first two groups are Route 163 riders using local and limited stops, respectively,
along the shared portion of the line. These riders see a greater frequency of service,
which reduces wait time, after the change because both Routes 163 and 162 will serve
all of these stops. The third group consists of existing Route 163 riders on the branch
portion of the route who will see no change in service. The last two groups are the
existing limited service riders on the shared and branch portions of the route,
respectively. They will experience an increase in travel time because they will be served
by a slower local service. When the impacts on all riders are combined, there is
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cotlectively a net reduction in average travel time of 2%, so there is not an adverse
impact on travel time from this service change.
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Figure 1
Walk Access
Since Route 163 is unchanged by this service action, the only change in walk access
would occur to Route 363 riders who would see their service replaced by a local Route
162 serving all local stops, not just limited stops. The number of persons within %-mile
of Route 363 is 117,913 while Route 162 would be within %-mile of 164,581 people, an
increase of 46,668 persons or 40%. There is no adverse impact to walk access.
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EQUITY EVALUATION
CONVERSION OF ROUTE 730 TO ROUTE 330 AND EXTENSION OF ROUTES 30 &
330 TO SAN VICENTE BUSUNSET BL
These lines provide east-west service in the core of Metro's service area. On a daily
basis Line 30 serves 13,300 weekday riders. An additional 15,200 Saturday and 11,000
Sunday riders are served by Line 30. Line 730 also provides weekday service to an
additional 4,800 riders, but offers no weekend service. The area served is depicted in
Map I.

Map 1
As can be seen on Map 1, a significant majority of the area served by this line is
predominantly minority and significantly poor. On an average weekday, 76.2% of the
boardings on Line 30, and 79.3% of the boardings on Line 730 occur in minority census
tracts. All of the boardings on both lines occur in tracts classified as Environmental
Justice sensitive. Hence, these lines are classified as minority (Title VI) and EJ bus
lines. Two service changes are evaluated in this analysis: (1) the replacement of Line
730 with Route 330 which would operate weekdays only; and (2) the extension of Line
30 (and Route 330) to San Vicente BIISunset BI every day.
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While Line 730 operates all day on weekdays, Route 330 would operate only during
weekday peak periods, and additional service would be operated on Line 30 during offpeak periods to offset the non-operation of Line 730. Line 330 would serve all former
Line 730 stops as well as some additional, formerly local only, bus stops (see Map 2).
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Line 301330 (AFTER)

Map 2
Generally speaking, the service change will improve the frequency of service to former
Rapid riders in the corridor, but increase travel time for the portion of riders formerly
using Line 730. Some former local riders will also see improved frequency of service at
the additional limited bus stops that are created. The following analysis looks at the
impacts of these service change on travel time, walk access and trip cost for various
segments of the line's riders.

Travel Time
For analysis purposes, existing riders were separated into five groups (see Figure 1).
The first two groups are local Line 30 riders travelling on the eastern branch of the line,
or using exclusively local stops on the shared portion of the corridor. Neither of these
groups would be affected by the service change. The third group is presently using local
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Line 30, but boarding at stops that will become limited stops served by Route 330.
These riders will see a reduction of travel time due to increased frequency of service at
these stops. The fourth group of riders are users of Line 730 who will be served by both
local and limited service after the service change. Though their in-vehicle time will be
increased, their wait time will be reduced to more than offset the running time for
average trips.
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Figure I
The final analysis group consists of current riders on Lines 305 and 550 along San
Vicente BI between Pico BI and Sunset BI. These riders would be served by the
extended Route 30 and 330 service at a frequency comparable to the combined service
provided by Lines 305 and 550 which would be discontinued (analyses provided
separately). They would experience no change in travel time.

Walk Access
All stops previously served by local Line 30 would continue to be served. The proposed
limited Route 330 would serve all former Rapid stops as well as selected additional
stops now served by just Line 30. There are 127,949 persons within %-mile of Line 30
stops and 79,163 persons within %-mile of Line 730 stops. The additional limited stops
not now served by Line 730 will add an estimated 6,019 persons within %-mile, or an
increase of 3% in walk access.
Travel Cost
Because Metro makes no pricing distinction between local, limited and Rapid bus
services, the service change would have no impact on fares for existing riders.
Conclusion
There are no disparate or disproportionate adverse impacts that would result from this
service change.

EQUITY EVALUATION
SHORTENING OF LINE 740 TO EXPOSITION BL 1 CRANSHAW BL
This Rapid bus line provides service between the South Bay Galleria and downtown
Los Angeles on weekdays and Saturdays. The portion of the line that is east of
Crenshaw BI (see Map 1) is served by a local bus line (Line 40) and will be served by
the Expo Light Rail Line (in part).

@-

Line 740 (BEFORE)

Map 1
As can be seen on Map 1, a significant majority of the area served by this line is
predominantly minority and significantly poor. On an average weekday, 82.8% of the
boardings on Line 740 occur in minority census tracts, and 95.9% of the boardings
occur in tracts classified as Environmental Justice sensitive. Hence, this line is
classified as a minority (Title VI) and EJ bus line. The service change to be evaluated
would be the discontinuation of service on this line east of Crenshaw BI. (see Map 2)
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The service change is intended to reduce the duplication of services that would exist in
the corridor after the start of operation of the Expo Light Rail Line. The following
analysis looks at the impacts of this service change on travel time, walk access and trip
cost for various segments of the line's riders.

Travel Time
For analysis purposes, there will be two groups of riders: those served by Line 740 after
the change, and those who will need to use alternate services. Figure 1 provides the
results of this analysis.
Only the riders that must find alternate service are impacted by this change. While the
alternate services are slightly slower than the former Rapid, they operate much more
frequently resulting in a net reduction of travel time for these riders. It is of interest that
the difference in speed between the Rapid and other services is only about 1 mph due
to the proximity of the affected line segment to downtown Los Angeles where
congestion increases, and Rapid stop spacing becomes more frequent. Thus, there is a
net improvement in travel time for impacted riders.
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Figure 1
Walk Access
There is no impact on walk access because all Rapid stops formerly served by the
discontinued Line 740 would still be served by the available alternate services. Access
to these alternate services is greater because all local stops are also served by the
alternatives.
Travel Cost
While former riders of Line 740 travelling across the point of discontinuation at MLK
BIICrenshaw BI would have to transfer to complete their trips, only riders paying cash
would incur an additional fare. This added fare can be avoided by using local Line 40
for the entire trip as it operates along the same routing as Line 740.
Conclusion
There are no disparate or disproportionate adverse impacts that would result from this
service change.
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EQUITY EVALUATION
DISCONTINUATION OF LlNE 439 & EXTENSION OF LlNE 217 TO FOX HILLS MALL
Line 439 provides weekday peak period service from Fox Hills Mall in Culver City to
downtown Los Angeles. Local collection/distribution occurs between the Fox Hills Mall
and La Cienega BlNVashington BI and within downtown Los Angeles. The two areas
are connected by a non-stop freeway link afforded by Line 439. Passengers travelling
along the freeway portion of the route must pay an additional premium fare. Line 217
provides local service between Hollywood BI and La Cienega BlNVashington BI via
Fairfax Av. (see Map 1)
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Map 1
As can be seen on Map 1, a significant majority of the area served by Line 439 is
predominantly minority and significantly poor. On an average weekday, 65.6% of the
boardings on Line 439 occur in minority census tracts, and all of the boardings occur in
tracts classified as Environmental Justice sensitive. Hence, this line is classified as a
minority (Title VI) and EJ bus line. Line 217 is non-minority (11.5% of boardings
occurring in minority census tracts) and non-EJ (42.5% of boardings occurring in EJ
tracts).
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Map 2
The service change to be evaluated (see Map 2) would discontinue service on Line 439
in its entirety. Line 217 would be extended over the routing of the former Line 439 to
provide frequent all day replacement service daily, Saturdays and Sundays between La
Cienega BlNVashington BI and La Cienega BIlJefferson Bl. At that location will be a
station for the Expo Light Rail Line which will provide service to downtown Los Angeles
(and additional destinations) in lieu of Line 439. Line 217 will be extended further south
along the former routing of Line 439 to the Fox Hills Mall at an improved frequency of
service. The following analysis looks at the impacts of this service change on travel
time, walk access and trip cost for various segments of the line's riders.
Travel Time

For analysis purposes, there will be three groups of riders: (1) those formerly served by
Line 439 between La Cienega BI and downtown Los Angeles; (2) riders travelling
between La Cienega BlNVashington BI and La Cienega BIIJefferson BI; and (3) former
Line 439 riders south of La Cienega BIIJefferson BI. (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1
The former express riders on Line 439 will see a reduction in travel time because the
frequency of service provided by Metro Rail will be much greater than was provided by
the former bus line. Similarly, more frequent service on the remaining two segments of
the former Line 439 will also result in travel time reductions. On average, riders will see
an overall reduction of travel time of 16%.
Walk Access
Walk access will be improved because the Metro Rail alternative to the former express
portion of Line 439 serves more destinations. Line 439 has 55,352 persons within %mile of its stops. The extended portion of Line 217 and Metro Rail (the Expo and
RedIPurple lines) will have 78,998 persons within %-mile of their stops, an increase of
43%.
Travel Cost
Some riders who presently use the freeway portion of Line 439 will be forced to transfer
to an alternate service incurring an added fare, though these riders will no longer be
required to pay a premium fare for freeway travel. Figure 2 provides this analysis.
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Figure 2
It can be seen that certain pass users, normally subject to freeway express premium
fares, will experience significant price reductions with this service change. Additionally,
Elderly & Disabled cash riders can fully offset the price increase they would otherwise
incur from transferring by purchasing an E&D Day Pass.
Only full fare cash riders would experience a higher fare with this service change. The
purchase of a Day Pass could partially offset this increase, but these riders would still
be paying 14% more than they do now. This is a disparate adverse impact.
Alternatives Considered
Because there is a disparate adverse impact on some full fare cash riders on Line 439
from this service change, additional pricing alternatives were considered such as
reinstituting transfers, reducing the price of the Day Pass, or permitting free transfers
within a limited period of time when using a TAP card.
Reintroducing transfers causes a loss in system revenue unless compensated by a
price increase in some other element of the fare structure usually the cash base fare.
This ultimately causes an adverse impact on all cash riders, not just those using Line
439, resulting in a greater adverse impact than that experienced by Line 439 riders.
Similarly, reducing the price of the Day Pass must be compensated by an increase in
some other fare structure element as does offering a time window for transferring to
TAP users. The latter would also require the cash rider to purchase a TAP card if they
do not already have one. Each of these alternatives results in a larger adverse impact
than that which has been identified in this analysis.
Conclusion
There is a disparate adverse impact on some cash paying riders that would result from
this service change. Since a significant objective of the service change is to maintain a
balanced operating budget, any alternative to this change must provide a similar cost
savings andlor revenue increase. None of the identified alternatives accomplish this
without a greater adverse impact than the studied service change. Therefore, the Board
of Directors must make these findings to proceed with the service change.
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ATTACHMENT F
Equity Evaluation of Shortening of Route 42 to MLK BlMlestern Av;
Shortening of Line 102 to Exposition BlMlestern Av & Reroute
Of Route 42 via Western Av to Western AvIExposition BI

EQUITY EVALUATION
SHORTENING OF LINE 42 TO MLK BWESTERN AV & COMBINATION WITH LINE
102 TO ITS PALMISEVILLE TERMINAL (LINE 102 WEST OF WESTERN AV TO BE
DISCONTINUED)
Lines 102 and 42 provide generally east-west service in the core of Metro's service area
seven days a week (see Map 1). The western end of Line 102, and the central portion
of Line 42 operate within the corridor of the Expo Light Rail Line. The proposed service
change would join the two bus lines at Western Av. by discontinuing operation west of
Western Av. on Line 102, discontinuing operation east of Western Av. on Line 42, and
extending the northern end of the remainder of Line 42 to Exposition Av.NVestern Av.
via Western Av. The frequency of service during off-peak periods on the remainder of
Line 102 would be reduced to match what is currently operated on Line 42. Weekday
peak service headways on the two bus lines are comparable.

0)-

Line 102/42 (BEFORE)

Map I
As can be seen on Map I,
a significant majority of the area served by the two lines is
predominantly minority and significantly poor. On an average weekday, 76.6% of the
boardings on Line 42 occur in minority census tracts, and 93.1% of the boardings occur
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in tracts classified as Environmental Justice sensitive. On Line 102, 94.8% of weekday
boardings occur in minority tracts, and all boardings originate in EJ-sensitive tracts.
Hence, both lines are classified as minority (Title VI) and EJ bus lines.

Line 102 (AFTER)
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Map 2
As seen on Map 2, the resulting route reduces the amount of service duplication in the
corridor, and still serves most of the riders of the former two lines. About 64% of Line 42
riders, and 75% of Line 102 riders, will still be served by the resulting bus line. Riders
no longer served by Line 42 may use Line 40 which serves the same routing as the
discontinued portion of Line 42. Riders from the discontinued portion of Line 102 will be
partially served by a City of Los Angeles DASH route (except on Sundays), and will
have much longer walks to access alternative Metro services. The following analysis
looks at the impacts of this service change on travel time, walk access and trip cost for
various segments of the line's riders.

Travel Time
There are four analysis groups for this evaluation: (1) Line 102 riders still served by the
new line; (2) former Line 102 riders served by a DASH route (except Sundays); (3)
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former riders of Line I 0 2 who must walk up to %-mile to access alternate services; and
former riders of Line 42 who would instead use Line 40 (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1
Line 102 riders on the portion of the line that would remain after the service change will
experience an increase in travel time because the frequency of service on the resulting
route during off-peak periods will not be as great as on former Line 102. The portion of
former Line 102 riders served by a DASH route should experience some travel time
reductions because the DASH service operates more frequently. However, on Sundays
these riders will see an increase in travel time because they will have to walk up to 10
minutes to access other services. The remaining 18% of Line 102 riders will have to
walk up to 10 minutes to access alternate services which will increase their travel times.
Former Line 42 riders can achieve significant travel time savings by switching to Line 40
which operates much more frequently and serves the same routing as the discontinued
service. Consequently, the overall impact of this service change will be a net reduction
in travel time largely attributable to the majority of impacted riders being patrons of Line
42 which sees significant travel time reductions.
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Walk Access
While up to 400 daily riders on Line 102 would experience increased walking distances
to access transit (which was accounted for in the estimated impacts on overall travel
time), there will still be an improvement in walk access from this service change. The
population within %-mile of Line 102 of 151,930 will be increased by the access
provided by new stops on Line 42 (connecting MLK BI with Exposition BI) resulting in
170,658 persons residing within %-mile of the remainder of Line 102 and the reroute of
Line 42, an increase of 12%.
Travel Cost
Riders on the discontinued portion of Line 42 would have to pay an additional fare if
they ride across the point of discontinuation at MLK BLNVestern and must transfer.
However, they may avoid this added cost by using Line 40 instead.
Former Line 102 riders who can use the Crenshaw DASH service can reduce their cost
from $1.50 to $0.50. However, on Sundays this service would not be available, and
additionally there are other Line 102 riders from the discontinued portion of the route
that would have to walk to other services, and may be required to transfer to complete
their trips. These riders would experience a disparate impact.
Alternatives Considered
Because there is a disparate adverse impact on some full fare cash riders on Line 102
from this service change, additional pricing alternatives were considered such as
reinstituting transfers, reducing the price of the Day Pass, or permitting free transfers
within a limited period of time when using a TAP card. Also considered was reinstating
the discontinued portion of Line 102 as a stand-alone shuttle route.
Reintroducing transfers causes a loss in system revenue unless compensated by a
price increase in some other element of the fare structure usually the cash base fare.
This ultimately causes an adverse impact on all cash riders, not just those using Line
102, resulting in a greater adverse impact than that experienced by Line 102 riders.
Similarly, reducing the price of the Day Pass must be compensated by an increase in
some other fare structure element as does offering a time window for transferring to
TAP users. The latter would also require the cash rider to purchase a TAP card if they
do not already have one. Each of these alternatives results in a larger adverse impact
than that which has been identified in this analysis.
Operating a shuttle route over the discontinued portion of Line 102, assuming a single
bus operating 16 hours daily, results in a line that serves about 25.5 boardings per
revenue hour (408 boardings in 16 hours). Saturday and Sunday productivity would be
about 17 boardings per revenue hour, and 16 boardings per revenue hour, respectively.
This level of productivity is significantly less than the 53 boardings per revenue hour
achieved by Metro's systemwide bus operation. Furthermore, the cost of this operation
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would have to be offset in some other manner. Operation of such a service would be
contrary to systemwide objectives to operate productively and cost effectively.

Conclusion
There is a disparate adverse impact on some cash paying riders that would result from
this service change. Since a significant objective of the service change is to maintain a
balanced operating budget, any alternative to this change must provide a similar cost
savings andlor revenue increase. None of the identified alternatives accomplish this
without a greater adverse impact than the studied service change. At least one
alternative would be contrary to agency objectives for productive and cost effective
operation. Therefore, the Board of Directors must make these findings to proceed with
the service change.

EQUITY EVALUATION
DISCONTINUATION OF LINE 305
Line 305 provides service across the Westside grid of Metro's service area seven days
a week (see Map 1). Its principle advantage is to avoid the need to transfer for
passengers travelling within its corridor. Every street upon which it operates has
another Metro service.

Line 305

Map 1
As can be seen on Map 1, for the most part except at its northern extent, the area
served by Line 305 is predominantly minority and significantly poor. On an average
weekday, 76.1% of the boardings on Line 305 occur in minority census tracts, and
85.5% of the boardings occur in tracts classified as Environmental Justice sensitive.
Hence, the line is classified as a minority (Title VI) and EJ bus line. The following
analysis looks at the impacts of this service change on travel time, walk access and trip
cost for various segments of the line's riders.
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Travel Time
The line has been divided into five analysis groups for this evaluation (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1
The first segment is Sunset BI. which would no longer be served by Line 305. Service is
provided on Line 2 enabling riders to reduce their travel time significantly by using this
much more frequent service. The second segment on San Vicente BI. would be served
by a proposed extension of Line 30 (evaluated elsewhere in this report). Because of
improved service frequency, riders on this segment would also experience a travel time
reduction.
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Further down the route, the third segment on Crenshaw BI. between MLK BI. and Pico
BI. is served by the more frequent Line 210 enabling additional travel time reduction.
Another segment along Florence Av. between Broadway and Western Av. is served by
more frequent service on Line 111, again resulting in travel time reduction.
Finally, the remainder of the line's patrons must make use of one or more of the other
existing services in the grid. Assuming that all of these riders would need to transfer,
and adding time into the analysis to account for this, these riders will experience travel
time increases. However, when viewed collectively the line's riders will experience a net
reduction in travel time by using other existing services.
Walk Access

Since every stop on Line 305 is served by one or more other bus lines, the
discontinuation of the line does not change the fact that 166,301 patrons will continue
to reside within %-mile of a bus stop of an alternate service.
Travel Cost

Many riders of Line 305 may be forced to transfer to complete their trips if service on
the line is discontinued. Cash riders will incur an additional fare in doing so. These
riders would experience a disparate impact.
Alternatives Considered

Because there is a disparate adverse impact on some cash riders on Line 305 from this
service change, additional pricing alternatives were considered such as reinstituting
transfers, reducing the price of the Day Pass, or permitting free transfers within a limited
period of time when using a TAP card.
Reintroducing transfers causes a loss in system revenue unless compensated by a
price increase in some other element of the fare structure usually the cash base fare.
This ultimately causes an adverse impact on all cash riders, not just those using Line
102, resulting in a greater adverse impact than that experienced by Line 102 riders.
Similarly, reducing the price of the Day Pass must be compensated by an increase in
some other fare structure element as does offering a time window for transferring to
TAP users. The latter would also require the cash rider to purchase a TAP card if they
do not already have one. Each of these alternatives results in a larger adverse impact
than that which has been identified in this analysis.
Conclusion

There is a disparate adverse impact on some cash paying riders that would result from
this service change. Since a significant objective of the service change is to maintain a
balanced operating budget, any alternative to this change must provide a similar cost
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savings and/or revenue increase. None of the identified alternatives accomplish this
without a greater adverse impact than the studied service change. Therefore, the Board
of Directors must make these findings to proceed with the service change.

EQUITY EVALUATION
SHORTENING OF LINE 550 TO EXPOSITION BL 1 VERMONT AV &
DISCONTINUATION OF HARBOR TRANSITWAY OPERATION IN THE OFF-PEAK
Line 550 is a hybrid providing access from San Pedro to the vicinity of downtown Los
Angeles as well as a continuation to points on the Westside in a form similar to Line
305 (evaluated elsewhere in this report) cutting across the bus grid to reduce the need
for transfers. The proposed action would discontinue the service west of Exposition
BI.Nermont Av. to reduce duplication with other services, and would also discontinue
off-peak operation north of the Artesia Transit Center (the southern end of the Harbor
Transitway) which is served by other services, principally the Metro Silver Line.

@YI.

Line 550 (BEFORE)

Map I
As can be seen on Map 1, a significant majority of the area served by Line 550 is
predominantly minority and significantly poor. On an average weekday, 80.1% of the
boardings on occur in minority census tracts, and 85.8% of the boardings occur in tracts
classified as Environmental Justice sensitive. Hence, the line is classified as a minority
(Title VI) and EJ bus line.
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Line 550 (AFTER)

Map 2
As seen on Map 2, the resulting route reduces the amount of service duplication on the
Westside. Peak operation along the Harbor Transitway also reduces duplication with
other services, especially the Metro Silver Line (Line 910). All segments of the
discontinued portion of the line beyond Vermont Av. are served by one or more other
bus routes.
Travel Time

The line was stratified into three groups for analysis: (1) a segment along San Vicente
BI. that will be directly served by an extension of Line 30 (evaluated elsewhere in this
report); (2) the Harbor Transitway segment; and (3) all other riders (see Figure I).
As previously determined, and also shown in Figure 1, the riders along San Vicente BI
will experience a reduction in travel time as the replacement service will operate more
frequently. Harbor Transitway riders will see no impact during weekday peak periods,
but an increase in travel time otherwise because they will have to transfer tolfrom
another Transitway service to complete their trips. Remaining riders will most likely
need to transfer to complete their trips (though no more than once because of the grid
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structure of the bus system), but the higher frequency of service on most Westside
routes will result in a slight improvement in travel time despite the transfer. Overall,
there should be a net reduction in travel time for Line 550 riders.
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Figure 1
Walk Access

All discontinued bus stops served by Line 550 will still be served by one or more other
bus lines. Therefore, the 173,050 persons within %-mile of Line 550 will still be within
%-mile of some service after the change.
Travel Cost

Riders having to transfer on the Westside, and paying cash, will incur an added fare.
Riders using an alternate service on the Harbor Transitway when Line 550 is not in
operation will either pay the same or less fare, if originating from the Artesia Transit
Center. However, Line 550 riders having to transfer at the Artesia Transit Center will
pay an additional fare if paying cash. This will result in a disparate impact.
Alternatives Considered

Because there is a disparate adverse impact on some cash riders on Line 550 from this
service change, additional pricing alternatives were considered such as reinstituting
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transfers, reducing the price of the Day Pass, or permitting free transfers within a limited
period of time when using a TAP card.
Reintroducing transfers causes a loss in system revenue unless compensated by a
price increase in some other element of the fare structure usually the cash base fare.
This ultimately causes an adverse impact on all cash riders, not just those using Line
102, resulting in a greater adverse impact than that experienced by Line 102 riders.
Similarly, reducing the price of the Day Pass must be compensated by an increase in
some other fare structure element as does offering a time window for transferring to
TAP users. The latter would also require the cash rider to purchase a TAP card if they
do not already have one. Each of these alternatives results in a larger adverse impact
than that which has been identified in this analysis.

Conclusion
There is a disparate adverse impact on some cash paying riders that would result from
this service change. Since a significant objective of the service change is to maintain a
balanced operating budget, any alternative to this change must provide a similar cost
savings andlor revenue increase. None of the identified alternatives accomplish this
without a greater adverse impact than the studied service change. Therefore, the Board
of Directors must make these findings to proceed with the service change.
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